We introduce the (j, k)-Kemeny rule -a generalization that aggregates weak orders. Special cases include approval voting, the mean rule and Borda mean rule, as well as the Borda count and plurality voting. Why, then, is the winner problem computationally simple for each of these other rules, but N P -hard for Kemeny? We show that winner intractability for the (j, k)-Kemeny rule first appears at the j = 3, k = 3 level. The proof reveals that computational complexity arises from the cyclic component in the fundamental decomposition − → w = − → w cycle + − → w cocycle of [16] . Thus the existence of majority cycles -the engine driving both Arrow's impossibility theorem and the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem -also serves as a source of computational complexity in social choice.
Introduction
In their seminal paper, Bartholdi, Tovey, and Trick [2] showed that the problem of determining the winner of a Kemeny election is NP hard (Hemaspaandra, Spakowski, and Vogel [11] later showed completeness for P N P || ). We introduce the (j, k)-Kemeny rule, a generalization wherein ballots are weak orders with j indifference classes and the outcome is a weak order with k indifference classes. Different values of j and k yield rules of interest in social choice theory as special cases, including approval voting, the mean rule (see [6] and [7] ), and the Borda mean rule [7] ; with an additional restriction one also obtains Borda and plurality voting. 2 Why, then, is the winner problem computationally simple for each of these other rules, but not simple for Kemeny? The short answer is that these other rules each satisfy j ≤ 2 or k ≤ 2, and we show that winner intractability for the (j, k)-Kemeny rule first appears at the j = 3, k = 3 level. This follows from our central result: the well-known N P -complete max-cut problem for undirected graphs can be polynomially reduced to max-3OP, a version of max-cut for weighted directed graphs or tournaments 3 in which vertices are partitioned into three pieces rather than two, and these pieces are ordered. The proof reveals that computational complexity arises from the cyclic component in the orthogonal decomposition − → w = − → w cycle + − → w cocycle induced by a profile (see [16] ; a more complete exposition appears in [7] ). In particular, j ≤ 2 guarantees − → w cycle = 0, while k ≤ 2 guarantees that − → w cycle plays no role in the aggregation; neither guarantee applies when j, k ≥ 3. However, if the profile happens to be one with w cycle = 0 (in which case we say the profile is purely acyclic, with no hidden majority cycles), then the winner can be computed in polynomial time for any values 1 We thank Matthew Anderson, Markus Brill, Dominik Peters, and Alan D. Taylor for their help with content as well as presentation, and thank the referees for an earlier (COMSOC 2016 conference) version, for suggesting some interesting follow-up questions.
2 The (j, k)-Kemeny rule discussed here is akin to, but not the same as, the median procedure of [1] ; see further discussion in the proof of Proposition 2.
A planned sequel [18] will explain the relationship between these two general aggregation procedures and among various specific rules obtained from them as restrictions. 3 Weights are assigned to arcs (directed edges). A tournament is a digraph wherein each pair a, b of vertices is linked by a single edge oriented in one of the two directions possible. For our purposes here, the tournament/digraph distinction is not important; tournament will be our default term. See also footnote 5. of j and k; one example is that Kemeny = Borda when − → w cycle = 0. Thus majority cycles -the engines driving both Arrow's impossibility theorem and the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem -also serve as a source of computational complexity in social choice. Note the distinction here between overt majority cycles and hidden ones; it is common for a profile of strong (or weak) orders to have hidden cycles ( − → w cycle = 0, which is equivalent to the failure of a certain strong, quantitative form of transitivity) yet lack any overt ones (so that the pairwise majority relation is transitive in the usual sense). Section 2 consists of a very brief, qualitative description of the orthogonal decomposition of a weighted tournament into cyclic and cocyclic components. For readers to whom these ideas are new, we recommend the more detailed exposition in [7] , which includes worked examples and diagrams. In section 3 we dissect the relationship between the standard maxcut problem for (weighted, undirected) graphs, and our version max-kOP for tournaments. While standard max-cut is N P -hard even for vertex partitions into two pieces, the directed version is intractable only for partitions into three or more pieces. The cyclic component -a measure of underlying tendency toward majority cycles -accounts for this critical distinction. We introduce the (j, k)-Kemeny rule in section 4, and observe that a number of familiar aggregation rules are special cases. Calculating the winner for these rules amounts to solving cases of max-kOP ; this allows us to transfer complexity results from section 3 to the winner determination problem for these rules.
Our hardness proof reduces max-kcut to max-kOP. A first construction induces, from any weighted (undirected) graph, a purely cyclic ( − → w cocycle = 0) weighted digraph with overt cycles. Might overt majority cycles alone suffice to explain intractability in maxkOP ? If so, there would be no need to appeal to the orthogonal decomposion or hidden cycles to explain why some instances of max-kOP are in P while others are NP -hard. A second, somewhat more complex construction (in the appendix) reduces max-2cut to the transitive subcase of max-3OP ; here the induced weighted directed graph always yields a transitive order on the vertices, with no overt cycles. Thus the first construction establishes that the cyclic component taken alone leads to intractability, while the second, by showing that the transitive subcase remains NP -hard, demonstrates the essential role of hidden cycles (as revealed by the decomposition) in explaining the hardness boundaries among various aggregation rules spawned by (j, k)-Kemeny; looking for overt cycles alone would not suffice.
4
Several of the ideas developed here (but not those related to complexity) first appeared in [7] . Notions of generalized scoring rule implicit in [13] and explicit in [17] , [4] , [15] , and [18] also play an important, behind-the-scenes role. Hudry has several papers considering complexity issues for special cases of the median procedure, including the case of aggregating weak orders (see [12] and the comments at the start of the proof of Proposition 2).
2 About the decomposition . . .
Given a tournament on a set V of vertices, along with an assignment w of numerical weights to the arcs, these edge-weights can be interpreted as the flow of some substance through the channels of a network. For example, a 5 on the a → b edge could indicate a flow of 5 amps of electricity in a wire from a to b, or of 5 gallons of water per minute in a pipe, or (in the case of interest for us) a flow of net preference for a over b: given a profile Π = {≥ i } i∈N of weak order ballots (see Section 4) the 5 would then indicate the margin by which voters i ∈ N who rank a over b outnumber those who rank b over a. Sticking with the electricity metaphor for the moment, a weight of negative 5 on the a → b edge tells us that the current is actually flowing from b to a. 5 An assignment of weight 1 to each of the edges in a cycle
and of weight 0 to each edge off the cycle, is called a basic cycle (or loop current in electrical engineering speak); a basic cocycle (or source) at vertex a assigns weight 1 to each edge a → x from a to another vertex, weight negative 1 to each edge a ← x, and weight 0 to each edge not incident to a. Now let's throw some linear algebra at the situation. Any fixed enumeration of the arcs of a tournament allows us to identify each edge-weight assignment w with a point − → w in the vector space
(where m = |V |) endowed with the standard inner product. 7 With this identification, we obtain subspaces V cycle and V cocycle as the linear spans, respectively, of all basic cycles and of all basic cocycles. One can then show that these spaces are orthogonal complements in
, so that every vector − → w in the space has a unique
V cocycle (and − → w cycle · − → w cocycle = 0). 8 We say that − → w is purely cyclic if − → w = − → w cycle (with − → w cocycle = 0); − → w is purely acyclic if − → w = − → w cocycle (with − → w cycle = 0). A purely cyclic − → w "has no hidden cycles." Pure acyclicity is equivalent to the strong, quantitative form of transitivity defined in Section 3.
In electrical engineering, this decomposition serves as the mathematical foundation of Kirchoff 's Laws of circuit theory, but its roots lie in one-dimensional homology theory (part of algebraic topology -see [5] and [10] ). In particular, the orthogonal projection of − → w onto V cocycle (which yields − → w cocycle ) coincides with the boundary map of homology.
The decomposition was first applied to the flow of net preference in [16] , and was later exploited in [14] . Quite recently, it was used in [7] to characterize the mean rule for aggregation of dichotomous weak orders, and in [3] to characterize maximal lotteries. The relevance of the decomposition to profiles of weak or strict preference ballots can be appreciated from the following points:
• The cyclic component − → w cocycle of − → w assigns, to each edge a → b the scaled difference
in symmetric Borda scores of the two alternatives . . . so we can say that "The Borda count is the boundary map."
• Thus, for a purely acyclic edge-weighting the pairwise majority relation yields a transitive ranking, which agrees with the ranking induced by Borda scores.
• More generally, these two rankings agree when the cocyclic component is dominant in determining the sign of each edge-weight. However, when the cyclic component becomes large enough to reverse some edge weight signs, without being so large as to introduce Condorcet cycles ("overt" majority cycles), these two rankings differ, and the difference can be attributed to the "hidden" cycles of the cyclic component. 5 In the analysis here, we view the initial edge orientation as an arbitrary choice that serves bookkeeping purposes and is not indicative of the actual flow direction. A more sophisticated approach would include both arcs, a → b and b → a, for each vertex pair, in a complete digraph. For a weighted tournament one then requires that the weight assignment w be antisymmetric, satisfying w(a, b) = −w(b, a). In [18] we drop that requirement, allowing for the decomposition of w into (orthogonal) antisymmetric and symmetric components; the symmetric component can then be interpreted as a weight assignment to undirected edges. 6 With negative 1 assigned, of course, to any edge a j ← a j+1 oriented oppositely to the sense of the cycle. 7 The i th coordinate of − → w is just the weight assigned, by w, to the i th edge in the enumeration. 8 The electrical engineer would say that every flow of a current in a circuit can be written uniquely as a superposition of loop curents added to a superposition of sinks and sources.
Max-cut for directed graphs or tournaments
In the well known max-cut problem, one starts with an undirected graph G = (V, E) with finite vertex set V . A vertex cut is a partition P = {J, K} of V into two pieces, and is assigned a score v(P) equal to the number of edges {a, b} ∈ E whose vertices are "cut" by P (meaning a ∈ J and b ∈ K, or a ∈ K and b ∈ J). The max cut problem takes G as input, and asks for a vertex cut of maximal score. The corresponding decision problem takes as input the graph G along with a positive integer k, and asks whether there exists a vertex cut of G with score at least k. This decision problem, and hence the max-cut problem, are among the best known N P -complete problems. For our purposes, a certain generalization will be useful; the score of a vertex tripartition P = {J, K, L} of V will be the number of edges {a, b} ∈ E whose vertices belong to different pieces of P. The max-tricut problem and corresponding decision problem are then formulated exactly as one would expect. Our main concern will be with the weighted versions of these problems: each edge e of G comes equipped with a pre-assigned edge-weight w(e) ≥ 0 and we seek to maximize the sum of the weights assigned to the edges that are cut. These problems are similarly N P -complete. Notice that for the weighted version there is no loss of generality in assuming G is complete; just add all the missing edges and assign them weight zero.
We consider a version of max cut for tournaments or directed graphs − → H = (V, E) (with E ⊆ V ×V ), similarly equipped with functions − → w assigning real-number weights (which may be negative) to arcs. 9 For tournaments, a linearly ordered partition of the vertices plays the role of a "cut". For example, we might partition V into two disjoint and nonempty pieces, T (for top) and B (for bottom); the ordered partition − → P = {T > B} is equivalent to a dichotomous weak order on V in which two vertices x and y belonging to the same piece satisfy x y and y x (in which case we'll write x ∼ y), but when x ∈ T and y ∈ B we get x y (meaning x y and y x). An ordered tripartition {T > M > B} similarly corresponds to a trichotomous weak order on V (meaning that the equivalence relation ∼ has three equivalence classes, rather than two, as in a dichotomous order) while a linear order on V is equivalent to an ordered |V |-partition, which has as many pieces as there are vertices, so that each piece is a singleton. Given a tournament − → H = (V, E) with edge-weight function − → w , along with an ordered k-partition − → P corresponding to a k-chotomous weak order on V , we'll say that an arc (x, y) goes down if x y, goes up if y x, and goes sideways if x ∼ y. For the example in Figure 1 , (a, c), (a, e) and (d, f ) go down; (g, b), (g, d) and (c, b) go up; and (a, b) and (f, e) go sideways. Score − → v is now defined by:
with weights on sideways edges omitted. Thus in Figure 1 we have
If we adopt the following convention . . .
9 We put arrows over symbols for directed graphs or tournaments and over ordered partitions, to distinguish the denoted objects from ordinary graphs and unordered partitions. Assuming − → H is a tournament is analogous to assuming completeness for undirected graphs, and similarly does not limit generality of Theorem 1, Proposition 1, or Corollary 1. For the directed problem, allowing negative weights adds no generality; if one reverses an edge while simultaneously reversing the sign of its weight, the effect on the max-kOP problem (see Definition 2) is nil. We allow negative weights because they provide notational flexibility needed to develop the decomposition − → w = − → w cycle + − → w cocycle . (1) can be rewritten as:
Definition 2 The max-kOP problem takes as inputs a tournament − → H along with a function − → w that assigns real number weights to − → H's arcs, and seeks an ordered k-partition of maximal score. The corresponding decision problem is defined as one would expect.
Why propose this particular adaptation of max-cut for tournaments? For one thing, maxkOP is implicit in a variety of amalgamation rules known to social choice and judgement aggregation; it is the basis for a generalization of Kemeny voting that yields these known rules as special cases (see section 4). A second justification arises from mathematical naturality; max-kOP can be shown equivalent to finding a vector (representing the k-chotomous weak order) that has maximal inner product with a second vector (representing the weight function − → w ). The equivalence will be discussed in [18] .
Our immediate goal is to show that max-kOP is N P -hard for k = 3, but polynomial time both for k = 2 and for arbitrary k when − → w cycle = 0; the argument makes use of the known N P -hardness of max-cut, and is organized in the form of the following five results:
Theorem 1 Max-tricut is polynomially reducible to max-3OP.
Proposition 1 Max-cut is polynomially reducible to max-tricut.
Thus, we obtain as an immediate corollary:
If we attacked max-kOP via brute force search over all ordered k-partitions (of the vertex set V of a weighted tournament), then for any fixed k ≥ 2 we'd find that the number of such partitions grows exponentially in the number |V | of vertices. The key idea behind the following Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 is that this search space can be reduced to one of size O(|V | k−1 ) for purely acyclic − → w :
Theorem 2 When restricted to inputs satisfying − → w cycle = 0 (equivalently, satisfying that − → w is "purely acyclic," with − → w = − → w cocycle ), max-kOP is in P.
Theorem 3 tells us that max-2OP is equivalent to the restricted version covered by Theorem 2, whence:
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. The idea is to replace a weighted graph G with a correspondingly weighted tournament − → H G , − → w in such a way that each tripartition P of G's vertices corresponds to an ordered tripartition
Let D = {d ab | {a, b} ∈ E} denote the set of direction vertices and assume D ∩ V = ∅.
with elements of V referred to as ordinary vertices.
• Add all edges of form a → d ab and d ab → b to − → H G , with − → w assigning to each the original weight w({a, b}) of {a, b} in G; then add enough arbitrarily directed arcs to make − → H G a tournament, with − → w assigning weight 0 to each of these.
Notice that each edge e = {a, b} of G thus contributes an {a, b} 4-cycle
of arcs in − → H G , each with weight w({a, b}). In particular, − → w is purely cyclic. The combinatorial core of the Theorem 1 proof consists of the following:
Lemma 1 (Fitting a four-cycle into three levels) Let − → P = {T > M > B} be any ordered tripartition of the vertex set − → V of − → H G . Then for each weight w edge e = {a, b} of G:
• if a and b belong to the same piece of − → P then the net contribution to the score − → v ( − → P ) made by the edges of the {a, b} 4-cycle of line (4) is zero, and
• if a and b belong to any two different pieces of − → P then, by appropriately reassigning the direction vertices d ab and d ba among T , M , and B, we can set the net contribution to − → v ( − → P ) made by the edges of the {a, b} 4-cycle equal to 0, or w, or −w, as we prefer.
Proof: (Of Lemma 1) Figures 2L, 2C , and 2R (for Left, Center, Right) show three possible ways to assign the four vertices a, b, d ab and d ba to membership in the three pieces of − → P . In 2R ordinary vertices a and b belong to the same piece (here, piece M ) of − → P . Of the four arcs in the {a, b} 4-cycle, two are up edges and two are down edges, so if each edge has weight w the net contribution of these four edges is zero. More generally, whenever a, b ∈ M it is easy to see that the number of up edges from the {a, b} 4-cycle must equal the number of down edges, no matter where d ab and d ba are placed, and that this remains true in case a, b ∈ T or a, b ∈ B. Thus the net contribution is 0 whenever the ordinary vertices a and b are in the same piece.
In 2L and 2C, ordinary vertices a and b are in different pieces, and we have placed d ab and d ba so that there are two down edges and one up edge. If each edge has weight w then 
into a common piece, then (as in the previous paragraph) the number of up edges will be equal to the number of down edges, for a net contribution of zero. A moment's thought will convince the reader that for all cases in which ordinary vertices a and b belong to different pieces, exactly three possibilities -two up edges + one down, two down edges + one up, or equal numbers of up and down edges -can be achieved by moving d ab and d ba around. This completes the Lemma 1 proof.
Proof: (Of Theorem 1) It suffices to show that given an edge-weighted graph G and a positive integer k the answer to the decision problem "Does there exist a vertex tripartition P = {J, K, L} of V with v(P) ≥ k?" is the same as the answer to "Does there exist an ordered tripartition − → P of the vertex set
" Lemma 1 makes this easy. Given a tripartition P = {J, K, L} of V with v(P) = j ≥ k, arbitrarily order {J, K, L} as {J > K > L}, which becomes the ordered partition of − → H G 's ordinary vertices. For each weight w edge {a, b} of G cut by P, add each direction vertex d ab , d ba to one of the sets in {J > K > L}, so as to create two down edges and one up edge from the {a, b} 4-cycle; for each original uncut edge {a, b} of G add each vertex d ab , d ba to one of the sets {J > K > L} according to the arbitrary dictates of your current mood. It is easy to see that the resulting − → P achieves the exact same score: − → v ( − → P ) = v(P) = j ≥ k. In the other direction, consider an ordered tripartition
Each weight w edge {a, b} of G cut by P contributes w to v(P) and contributes w or 0 or
Proof: (of Proposition 1) The reduction is easy and uninteresting, so we omit details. Given an (undirected) graph G = (V, E) and edge-weight assignment w, create G and w as follows: add a new vertex ♣ along with edges {♣, v} for each v ∈ V , and extend w by assigning weight σ = 1 + {a,b}∈V w({a, b}) to each added edge. Then any maximal-score tripartition P of G will place ♣ alone in one of the three pieces, while the other two pieces constitute a maximal-score bipartition P of G, with v(P ) = |V |σ + v(P). Thus, there exists a bipartition P of G with score at least k if and only if there exists a bipartition P of G with score at least |V |σ + k.
The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 exploit the decomposition
of Section 2 (see also [7] and [16] ) and use the following abstract definition of Borda score 10 for a vertex x of a weighted tournament:
Definition 4 (Reversal convention from Definition 1 applies) Given a vertex x of a tournament − → H equipped with edge-weight assignment − → w , x's Borda score is given by:
Definition 5 (Reversal convention applies) An edge-weight assignment − → w on a tournament
holds for every three distinct vertices x, y, z ∈ V .
Definition 6 (Reversal convention applies) An edge-weight assignment − → w on a tournament − → H = (V, E) is difference generated if there exists a function Γ : V → such that
holds for every two distinct vertices x, y ∈ V . In this case, we can identify the vertices of − → H with a sequence of real numbers
enumerating Γ's values in non-decreasing order.
Lemma 2 Given an edge-weight assignment − → w on a tournament − → H = (V, E), the following are equivalent:
1. − → w satisfies exact quantitative transitivity, 2. − → w is difference generated, 3. − → w is purely acyclic (equivalently, w cycle = 0 in the vector orthogonal decomposition − → w = − → w cycle + − → w cocycle ; equivalently, − → w ∈ V cocycle , the cocycle subspace).
Proof: We leave the easy (1) ⇔ (2) equivalence to the reader. If − → w is purely acyclic, then as an immediate consequence of Observation 11.2 of [7] , − → w is difference generated via the function assigning scaled Borda scores:
Conversely, assume − → w is difference generated via Γ, and let x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r , x 1 be any cycle of vertices. The corresponding basic cycle σ is an edge-weighting of − → H that assigns weight one to each edge x i → x i+1 or x r → x 1 from the vertex cycle (under the reversal convention), and weight zero to each other edge. Thus
It follows from linearity of the dot product that − → w · τ = 0 holds for any linear combination of basic cycles -hence − → w ⊥ V cycle , and − → w ∈ V cocycle . Thus − → w is purely acyclic. (The argument is like that for Proposition 15 in [7] .) 10 In section 4 we obtain a tournament − → H Π = (A, E) and edge-weighting − → w Π from a profile Π of weak (or linear) orders over a finite set A of m alternatives. The score of a vertex a ∈ A according to Definition 4 (above) then coincides with the conventional notion of a's Borda score based on Π, as calculated using the "symmetric" Borda weights m − 1, m − 3, . . . , 3 − m, 1 − m.
Definition 7 An ordered k-partition
, where ≤ refers to the ordering of P's pieces, and π(γ i ) denotes the piece P s for which γ i ∈ P s .
Equivalently, monotone partitions are obtained by "cutting" the γ sequence from line (9) with k − 1 dividers ↓ i :
Lemma 3 Given a purely acyclic edge-weight assignment − → w on a tournament − → H = (V, E), there exists a monotone ordered k-partition of V = {γ 1 ≤ γ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ γ m } that achieves maximal score.
Proof: (of Lemma 3) It is straightforward to show that if some ordered partition − → P satisfied i < j with π(γ i ) > π(γ j ) then swapping γ i for γ j (by moving γ i into the piece to which γ j initially belonged, and γ j into γ i 's initial piece) can never decrease − → P 's score. A sequence of such swaps converts − → P into a monotone partition. (12); output any optimal partition and its score. This calculation is in O(m k−1 log(γ m )) time, but can be improved to O(km 2 log(γ m )) time using standard dynamic programming techniques.
Proof: (of Theorem 3) For any ordered partition − → P of a directed graph − → H, the score − → v ( − → P ) is a linear functional on the vector space of all possible edge weightings − → w , so that
Thus, once we demonstrate that for 2-partitions
Next, observe that the multiple options for fitting a cycle into three levels of an ordered partition (Lemma 1, Figure 2 ) are severely constrained for ordered partitions having only two levels. As suggested by the example in Figure 3 , for 2-partitions the number of down edges will always equal the number of up edges. Thus, for the basic cycle σ that assigns weight 1 to each edge that appears in Figure 3 , and weight 0 to every edge not drawn in, − → v σ ( − → P ) = 0. By linearity, the same holds for any linear combination of basic cycles, and so we conclude that for ordered 2-partitions 
The (j, k)-Kemeny rule
Suppose that V = {v 1 , . . . , v m } is a (finite) set of m alternatives, and that voters in a finite set N cast weak (or linear) order ballots, resulting in a profile Π = {≥ i } i∈N . The induced tournament −→ H Π = (V, E) and edge-weights − → w Π are as follows:
Remark: This adds one arc for each two vertices.
•
Remark: These weights are the net majorities by which voters favor v i over v j .
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Definition 8 The (j, k)-Kemeny rule takes, as input, a profile Π of j-chotomous weak orders on a finite set V of alternatives, and outputs the k-chotomous weak order(s) 12 on V corresponding to the solution(s) of max-kOP for
(|V |, |V |)-Kemeny rules are defined similarly, with linear ordered ballots when |V | appears in the j position, and linearly ordered outputs when |V | appears in the k position. A 2 in either position refers to univalent dichotomous weak orders -equivalently, ordered 2-partitions {T > B} for which T = {x} is a singleton.
Proposition 2 Note that a dichotous weak order {T > B} can be interpreted as an approval ballot approving all alternatives in T . A univalent output {{x} > B} can be interpreted as naming x as winner; as input {{x} > B} can be interpreted as a plurality ballot for x. With that understanding, special cases of (j, k)-Kemeny include:
For that reason, we are postponing most of these proofs to a planned sequel [18] , and will limit ourselves here to a sample, by showing that (2, 2 )-Kemeny yields, as outcome for a profile of dichotomous weak orders, the alternative(s) having highest approval score for the corresponding profile of approval ballots. Consider a profile Π consisting of a single ballot {T > B}, corresponding to a single approval ballot of T , with induced tournament − − → H Π = (V, E) and edge-weights − → w Π . It is easy to see that for any two alternatives x and y, the weight − → w Π (x, y) on the x → y edge is the difference App Π (x) − App Π (y) in their approval scores (which will be +1, −1, or 0). Now consider a more general profile Π with a number of ballots. The weight − → w Π (x, y) on the x → y edge of −→ H Π is likewise the difference App Π (x) − App Π (y) in approval scores, because it is a sum of the contributions App Π (x) − App Π (y) made by the individual ballots. The score of a univalent ordered partition {{x} > V \ {x}} will then be the sum
which is maximized when x has a greatest approval score.
The results of Theorems 2 and 3 and of Corollary 2 now lift immediately to (j, k)-Kemeny, showing:
Theorem 4 The problem of determining the winning ordering for a ( 1 , 2 )-Kemeny election is in P whenever at least one of the blanks contains 2 (or 2 ), and also whenever − → w Π cycle = 0. In particular, winner determination is in P for rules (1) - (5) We need to be a bit more careful when lifting the N P -hardness results from Theorem 1, Proposition 1, and Corollary 1 to the context of ( 1 , 2 )-Kemeny, however. To argue for N P -hardness when 1 is filled with either a fixed j ≥ 3 or with |V |, we need to know that the specific weighted tournaments − → H G , − → w constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 are induced as −→ H Π , − → w Π for some profile Π of j-chotomous orders (j ≥ 3), and for some profile of linear orders. Actually, it suffices to induce some scalar multiple C − → w of the Theorem 1 weights as − → w Π , for each of these types of profile. But given an arbitrary integer-valued − → w , for j ≥ 3 it is straightforward to construct a profile Π of j-chotomous weak orders (or of linear orders) satisfying − → w Π = 2 − → w . 15 To make the argument when 2 is filled by a fixed k ≥ 3 we need versions of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 asserting "Max-kcut is polynomially reducible to max-kOP," and "Max-cut is polynomially reducible to max-kcut," but these are straightfoward generalizations, and we omit the details.
Theorem 5
The problem of determining the winning ordering for a ( 1 , 2 )-Kemeny election is N P -hard whenever • 1 is filled with either a fixed j ≥ 3 or with |V |, and • 2 is filled with a fixed k ≥ 3 both hold. In particular winner determination is N P -hard for (3, 3)-Kemeny.
None of our reasoning here shows N P -hardness when 2 is filled with |V |; in particular, Theorem 5 does not allow us to draw hardness conclusions for (|V |, |V |)-Kemeny (that is, for the original Kemeny rule itself) or for (j, |V |)-Kemeny with j ≥ 3, because max-cut is not polynomially reducible to "max-|V |cut."
16 Nonetheless, our argument that computational complexity arises from the cyclic component also applies to the cases missing from Theorem 5. We know from [2] that the original Kemeny rule winner problem is N P -hard, and the last clause of Theorem 4 tells us that Kemeny reduces to a computationally easy rule when − → w Π cycle = 0. As for (j, |V |)-Kemeny, footnote 15 shows that for j ≥ 3 the induced weights − → w Π from profiles of j-chotomous weak orders are essentially as general as those arising from linear rankings, so winner determination is as hard as for the original Kemeny rule.
We end with a second interesting question raised by one of our COMSOC referees: what happens to tractability when the cyclic component is simple -what happens, for example, if − → w cycle can be written as a sum of only one or two simple cycles? We conjecture (but with low confidence) that winner determination for (3, 3)-Kemeny would indeed become tractable in this case. In this connection, it seems worth mentioning that the dimension of the cocyclic subspace grows linearly with the number of alternatives, while the dimension of the cyclic space grows quadratically. In a sense, then, the cyclic component is inherently the more complicated one, so that sharply limiting its complexity places a rather strong restriction on the underlying profile.
for all x, y ∈ V with x = y, and under the reversal convention.
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, we specify a polynomial translation that converts a weighted graph G = (V, E), w containing |V | vertices (which -without loss of generality -is complete and for which w(e) is a nonnegative integer for each edge e = {a, b} ∈ E) into a weighted tournament − → F G , − → w . This time our goals for − → F G , − → w are a bit different. Let C = 1 + Σ e∈E w(e) and = 1 72|V | 4 . Then:
1. − → w is transitive in the sense of equation (13), and 2. For each positive integer k the answer to the decision problem "Does there exist a vertex bipartition P = {J, K} of V with v(P) ≥ k?" is the same as the answer to "Does there exist an ordered tripartition − → P of the vertex set
Here x rounds x (up or down) to the nearest integer. We leave it to the reader to confirm that for each integer j ≥ 4 a similar construction substitutes "ordered j-partition" for "ordered tripartition" and "(2j − 3)|V |C " for "3C."
Definition 9 Given G = (V, E) and w: E → as specified above, the tournament
and edge-weight function − → w induced by G and w are defined as follows:
• Choose any reference linear order of G's vertex set V .
• Each vertex a ∈ V contributes a quadruple of ordinary vertices a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 to − → V , along with three directed "placement" edges (see figure 4) :
weighted as follows: − → w (a 2 , a 3 ) = 2C and − → w (a 1 , a 2 ) = C = − → w (a 3 , a 4 ).
• Each edge e = {a, b} of G having weight w and satisfying a b contributes two additional direction vertices d ab and d ba to − → V , along with four directed "adjustment" edges:
with each such edge assigned weight w.
• To make − → F G into a tournament, we need to add edges between pairs of vertices that are not yet linked in either direction. The direction of each can be chosen carefully (as detailed immediately below) in such a way that no cycles are created. Assign weight to each of these "tiny" edges.
Suppose we temporarily erase all weights on the edges of − → F G , and also omit all the tiny edges, retaining the placement and adjustment edges. The resulting unweighted digraph E G is acyclic (meaning there are no cycles that respect edge direction), thanks to the use of the reference linear order ; staring at Figure 4 can help explain what's going on, here. Any such acyclic digraph can be extended to an acyclic tournament by adding new arcs oneat-a-time. 18 Once these tiny edges are added and assigned positive weight , the resulting weighted tournament is transitive, as desired. Moreover, is small enough to guarantee that the total contribution of all tiny edges to the score of any ordered tripartition is less than 1 2 in absolute value. Thus we are safe when, for the remainder of this proof, we simultaneously ignore the presence of tiny edges and the use of rounding in condition 14.
Any score-maximizing tripartition − → P = {T > M > B} of − → F G will also maximize that part of the score contributed by the placement edges (which have weight 2C or weight C), because the value of C is large enough to make any nonzero contribution by a single weight-C edge overwhelm the total contribution of all adjustment edges (which have weights from the original graph G). To maximize this part of the score it is necessary, for each quadruple a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 of ordinary vertices, either to place a 1 , a 2 ∈ T , a 3 ∈ M , and a 4 ∈ B -in which case we will say that − → P places a up -or a 1 ∈ T , a 2 ∈ M , and a 3 , a 4 ∈ B -and then we will say that − → P places a down. Either of these arrangements achieves a contribution of 3C from a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and it is easy to see that one can not do better than that. Hence, when seeking to maximize the score of − → P we may assume that each original vertex of G is either placed up or down, for a total contribution of 3|V |C from all placement edges. Assume the weight of some edge {a, b} of G is w, and a b. Figure 5 shows the corresponding quadruples, placed in an ordered 3-partition − → P so that a is up and b down. The direction vertices d ab and d ba have been positioned so that the net contribution made to − → v ( − → P ) by the four corresponding adjustment edges is w + 0 − w + w = w. It is straightforward to check that one cannot achieve a contribution greater than w by moving d ab and d ba into different pieces of − → P . The situation is the same when a is down and b is up; one can position d ab and d ba to achieve a net contribution of w from the adjustment edges, and no greater contribution is possible. Finally, when a and b are either both up, or both down, the net contribution made by the four corresponding adjustment edges is 0, regardless of where one positions d ab and d ba .
Thus, given a partition P = {U, D} of G's vertices with a score v(P) of at least k one can construct an ordered 3-partition − → P of − → F G 's vertices with score at least 3|V |C + k by placing all vertices in U up, all in D down, and positioning the direction vertices to maximize the contribution of adjustment edges, as detailed in the previous paragraph.
19 Conversely,
given an ordered 3-partition − → P of − → F G 's vertices with score at least 3|V |C + k, we know that each quadruple must be placed in the up or down position. The considerations of the previous paragraph then imply that by setting U = {a ∈ V | a's quadruple is up} and V = {b ∈ V | b's quadruple is down} we obtain a partition {U, V } of G's vertices with a score of at least k.
